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RAFFAELLA CRIBIORE 

A Horneric Writing Exercise and Reading Horner in School 
(Tafel I) 

The Hougthon Library of Harvard University preserves a papyrus fragment which was 
formerly in the Semitic Museum 1. Since the fragment was found at Oxyrhynchus, it was 
described (but ne ver edited) by Grenfell and Hunt in P.Oxy. IV 761, together with some other 
Homeric fragments2. 

A documentary text on the front was written along the fibers and the most likely hypothesis 
is that the papyrus was inscribed first with this document. Later a student employed the back to 
write Homeric verses. He had probably cut the papyrus to a specific size for his exercise since 
his lines seem to fit exact1y. First of a11, however, he had turned the papyrus 90 degrees to be 
able to inscribe it along the fibers. Turning a papyrus to avoid writing across the fibers seems 
to have been a favorite practice of students who wanted to take advantage of a smoother sur
face and of the opportunity to follow the horizontal fibers as guidelines3. Our student was only 
partially successful in this: letters or words (e. g., XEEt in line 1) are often located on a higher 
or lower level than the rest of the line. 

It is c1ear that this student had been exposed previously to a certain amount of writing. His 
letters seem experienced and fluent at times, even if the whole possesses only a relatively har
monious and weil balanced look. The letters were written fairly slowly, without the speed that 
characterizes more competent writers. The cross strokes of epsilon and theta are always de
tached from the circle and stretched out to touch the following letter and linking strokes join 
other letters as weIl, as is usual in school hands. The hand seems very similar to plate lOa of 
Roberts, Creek Litera/}' Handst, which was dated to the first half of the first century AD, and 
the later date seems preferable to that of the first century BC assigned by Grenfell and Hunt. 

The papyrus itself is in particularly bad condition. Only the left and bottom original mar
gins, as they were probably cut for the purpose, are preserved in their entirety. On the right 
side about one fourth of the original margin is still present, but immediately above a 
considerable seetion of the papyrus is missing. At the top margin the horizontal fibers are 

1 The papyrus, P.Oxy. IV 761, is no. 780 in the second edition of Pack's catalogue. In the Semitic 
Museum it was number 4371. I thank the Semitic Museum and the Houghton Library, Harvard Univer
sity, for giving me permission to publish it. 

2 "On the recto part of an effaced document. On the verso [Homer] vi. 147 and 148 and, after a la
cuna which may have contained 2 lines, parts of lines 147 and 149 and another line, the whole being a 
writing exercise. 148 'tT1AE8cocra. Late first century BC, written in a large semi-uncial hand." 

3 As I have shown in Writing, Teachers and Students in Graeco-Roman Egypt, (PhD. diss., 
Columbia University 1993) 29-30 and 69. This practice occurs in about 3 percent of the exercises. When 
a sludent uses and cuts the back of a document for an exercise which is also written along the fibers it is 
easy to suppose that he turned it 90 degrees. Sometimes, however, it is practically impossible to tell 
which side of a papyrus was used first, especially when the piece written on both sides along the fibers is 
very smal!. 

4 Cf. C. H. Roberts, Greek Literar)' Hallds (Oxford 1955) 10 which is a rhetorical exercise less than 
perfectly executed. In our text some verticals are more slanted (e. g., in tau) and mu displays a more rigid 
second and third strokes which touch the base line. These are, however, characteristics which are 
compatible with dating to the beginning of the first century AD. 



2 Raffaella Cribiore 

missing. In addition, in the middle part, in places the horizontal top layer of fibers has fallen 
off. Grenfell and Hunt envisaged a lacuna which had engulfed two lines of the text. When one 
considers the usually generous interlinear spacing which amounts to welI above 1 cm., 
however, it seems more reasonable to suppose that the lacuna embraced only one Ene. 
According to my reconstruction, therefore, the student, after writing Wad 6. 147-148, wrote 
another line, very Iikely 149. After that, perhaps dissatisfied with the overall result or simply 
following instructions, he repeated the three verses, 147-149, of which parts are preserved. 

It is peculiar that the first line of the new set is considerably indented5. Perhaps with this 
the student intended to call attention to the fact that the new series was a repetition. More pecu
liar, though, is the fact that the third line of the set is also indented. Mechanical reasons, such 
as a patch or a poor condition of the papyrus at this point which discouraged writing, were ap
parently not the cause of this. Perhaps the student just followed the whim of the moment in a 
sudden appreciation of an unusuallayout. 

P.Oxy. IV 761 21 x 11 cm. Homer, lliad Z 147-148, 147-149: 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

147 
148 

147 
148 
149 

qnJAAa 1:a. IlEV 1:' avEJ.lO~ xaJla(h~ XEEt, a~[Aa OE 8' üArtJ 

1:llAE8oocra qruEt, EapOe; 0' En;~yEivE~a~ 0pll· 
[ ] 
ql1J~Aa 1:a. JlEV 1:' a,: ~f:l?~ [ 
[tllAE]8oocra <P~E1 Eae?~ 8' Emy~~,:~~~~ [16Pll] 

we; avopoov YEVE~ 11 IlEV [ 

The papyrus exhibits no accents, breathings or other lectional signs. Elision is always ef
fected, but not signalIed. The text is in scriptio cOl/tinua with the exception of the first two 
words of line 6 which are separated by aspace (see below). 

2 The papyrus exhibits the variant 1:11AE8oocra instead of the Homeric manuscripts' 1:11AE-
86wcra. The student simplifies the unfamiliar Homeric form 6 by giving the Attic form of a 
feminine participle in -aw. The verb EmY1YVE1:at is written here as EmyEivE1:at with iotacism 
and loss of y before v, in the form that is normally used in the papyri 7. At the end of the line 
perhaps the student writes 16Pll in the nominative, following the Vulgate and not the Alexan
drian variant preserved in the ancient scholia. The scholia (Did/ A) tell us that Aristophanes 
read the word in the dative: 1:0 16Pll IlE1:a. 1:0U 1 ypa<pEt Ka1:a. OO'ttKTJV ("he [sc. Aristophanes] 
writes 16Pll with iota in the dative"). This is a reading perhaps preferable to that of the 
manuscripts8. It is difficult to tell whether or not the student also intended the dative 16Pll since 
we do not have any other example of his usage of adscript 1. In papyri adscript iota in nouns or 
verbs appears erratically and depends on personal usage and education9. Already in the first 
century AD the dative singular of a nouns was usually written without -1 adscript sine 1 had 
ceased to be pronounced 10. 

5 In literary papyri elcr8ecru; was generally used 10 emphasize the change of meter and the different 
length of the verses, see E. G. Turner, Greek Manuscripfs of fhe Ancienf World, 2nd ed. (London 1987) 8. 

6 TTlAe86(()cra for tTlAe8&oucra by assimilation, see W. Leaf and M. A. Bayfield, The lliad of 
HOll7er, 2nd ed. (London 1908) xl, 28. 

7 See B. Mandilaras, The Verb in fhe Greek Non-Lilerary Papyri (Athens 1973) 89. 
8 So G. S. Kirk (ed.), The Iliad: A Commelltary, vol. II (Cambridge 1990) 176,11. 148, as in Iliad2. 

468 and Odyssey 9. 5I. 
9 See Mandilaras (op. eil. note 7) 179 note I. 
10 See F. T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of fhe Roman and Byzanfine Periods I (Milan 

1975) 183-85. 
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3 Since lines 4-6 contain lliad 6. 147-149, it is very Iikely that the student wrote line 149 
in the third line of the first sequence. Of course one cannot completely rule out the possibility 
that he wrote line 146, the first verse of the man-leaves simile. But the purpose of the exercise 
is presumably to ac hieve practice through repetition, and there is added symmetry in repeating 
Iines 147-149 twice. 

4 It is difficult to say whether the student wrote this line in its entirety or only up to the 
caesura. I am inclined to think that he wrote the verses out here in line 6, but there are no traces 
of the second pL'rt of either verse. Considering the small number of mistakes, it is likely that he 
did not write the lines on dictation, but copied them from a model. Perhaps in the model al
ready some words were spelled phonetically or thc student spelIed them in that way in tran
scribing them . At least 50 percent of extant school exercises 11 where the emphasis was on im
proving the look of the hand 12 were transcribed from a teacher's model. But there is also the 
possibility that this student was not only training his hand, but at the same time was trying to 
memorize the lines and wrote only part of 147 and 149 which he remembered welJ without 
copying from a model. This practice is also found in other school exercises. For example on 
two ostraka (O.Bodl. II 2169 and 2170) a student wrote only the beginning of some verses of 
the Catalogue of the Ships in Iliad 2 and another school exercise (P.Ryl. III 545) contains only 
the first halves ofthe verses in Odyssey 9.122-150. 

6 A considerable space is maintained between the first two words of the verse. It is un
clear whether the student erased something or tried to avoid apart of the papyrus which was 
al ready damaged . We should also consider the possibility that the student tried to introduce 
separation between words. 

The passage chosen for the exercise gives the beginning of Glaucus' answer to the taU/Hing 
words of Diomedes who wants to know who he is before their combat 13. It is pensive and 
sober. Before going into an unusually long excursus on his genealogy, Glaucus reflects on the 
brevity and insignificance of human life, Iikening the succession of human generations to the 
growing and withering ofleaves l4 : 

144 "Cov 0' aM' 'ImtoAox0to repocrrruoa !jlaioqlOe; uioe;' 
"TuodollIlEya8uIlE, Ti ~ YEVE~V EpEElVEle;; 
Olll1tEP !jlUAA.WV YEVE~, "COill OE Kat avoprov. 

147 ql'uAAa "Ca I1EV 't' äVEI10C; xa~uxlhc; XEEt, äAAa SE 9' ÜAll 
'tllAE96coO'cx <pUEt, Eapoc; 15' E1ttYt'(VE'tat roPll' 
roc; avSprov YEVEi] 11 11€v cp{)Et, 11 S' a1toATtYEt. 

150 d 0' E8EAEle; Kat mUTa Oa1lIlEvm, O!jlp' Et done; 
~IlETEPllV YEVE~V, 1tOAAOl OE IllV äVOpEe; lcracrtv' 

But why was part of this passage chosen for a writing exercise? Clearly the student copied 
a few Iines from what we would today call a famous or "purple" passage. Was it also consid
ered such in antiquity? Did students' initial approach to Homer always take pI ace through 
short remarkable passages? In trying to explain the rationale behind the choice of passages 

11 One may contrast scribes' writing exercises, which consisted of writing a text several times. 
12 I refer to those exercises, where the text was cIearly copied from an existing model or was 

written a few times, "writing exercises". In about 50 percent of the cases the teacher's model is still 
visible. Presumably more models were separate from the exercise and consequently lost. 

13 Glaucus' speech continues up to line 211. 
14 lliadZ 144-151. 
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assigned to students to copy in the first years of school education it may be, as J. A. Davison 
observed 15, that "we should learn something about Homer, more about the literary tastes of the 
Greeks of Egypt, and most of all perhaps about ourselves." 

First of all, it is clear that one must try to distinguish between passages that were copied 
initially to be memorized and studied and to improve the appearance of one's hand and long 
sequences of Homeric verses which were scrutinized, commented upon and often glossed un
der the tutelage of a 'YpallllanKo<;. It is not only a question of a difference in the length of pas
sages 16, but it is evident that the study of Homer became more thorough and comprehensive at 
more advanced stages of education, going weil beyond the singling out of certain striking pas
sages 17. Most of our Scholia minora, for example, come from these more advanced stages, 
whereas our exercise almost certainly derives from the more elementary stage when the 
student was still learning how to write proficiently. The following observations will refer 
mostly to elementary education, when both the hands and the thoughts of the students needed 
most guidance. 

We should also notice that over 80 percent of the Homeric passages written down in 
schools were chosen from the Iliad. The Wad was the Homeric work par excellence to which 
a student was exposed during the school years. Therefore, in examining Homeric passages 
copied in schools, I have restricted myself almost exclusively to the fliad since the passages 
from the Odyssey are too few to allow any ready conclusion. 

It is almost certain that the first two books of the Wad were read in their entirety at a rela
tively low level of education. Enough passages from these books evidently copied by 
beginners have come to light to allow us to reach such a conclusion 18. Of course the choice of 
book 1 stands to reason since it sets out the plot and introduces the main characters. But the 
reasons behind the selection of book 2 seem more mysterious and suspicious. That choice is at 
least contrary to our practice when we make a selection for introductory reading. Was book 2 
read exclusively on account of its proximity to book 1, as if in adesire to proceed in an orderly 
fashion? Ancient teachers undoubtedly believed in starting from the beginning, gradually 
guiding a student trough the obstacles of reading a new author l9 . On the other hand, it seems 
real Ollnble to supposc that book 2 was pcrhaps considered essential for a full comprehension 
01' lhe plot and fascinating in its own righl20. After Zeus' dcceitful dream, the anny with its 
latent rebellion and contrasting desires is the real protagonist of the first part of the book and in 
the second half this culminates in the marshalling of the troops. To help the audience realize 

15 1. A. Davison, The Study 01 Homer in Graeco-Roman Egypt, Akten VIlI . Int. Congr., Wien 1955, 
53 (MPER NS. 5). 

16 Of course there is notable variation in length in passages copied at different levels since the 
length of a passage is often a function of the level of an exercise. Passages written down at elementary 
levels rarely exeeed 10 verses. 

17 See for instance two tablets, Alexandria GR Museum inv. 28759 published in CdE 43 (1968) 
114-21, covering Iliad 11. 10-81 and P.Berol. lnv. 11636, p2 742, with Iliad 5.265-317, both accompa
nied also by Scholia mÜ1Om. 

18 As Davison (op. eil. note 5) 53 reeognized already this may explain the general "preponderance 
of these books over all others." 

19 Scholia nzinora exhibit the same tendency to foeus on the first books of the Iliadwith a deeisive 
prevalenee of book I. Book 2 is also weil represented, while there is only one witness of book 6. Cf. L. 
M. Raffaelli, Repertorio degli Scholia minora in Homerum, Ricerche di Filo!. Class. 2 (1984) 158-66. 

20 That book 2 was particularly eherished is proved by the fact that the poet Cercidas asked to have 
books land 2 of the Iliad buried with hirn at his death, ön ... b ~tV'tOl vOllo9t'tllC; 'ApKu8rov KEpK(8ac; 
auv'w<pf\vm ai.nijl TO A Kat B 'tf\c; 'IA1U80C; KEAEUaEtEV, Photius, Bibi. 190. 151a. 14 Henry. 
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the fuB impact of the moving and standing of the army in the plain of Scamander similes are 
used in notable number to provide an almost fantastic counterbalance to the martial realism of 
the catalogue. But some school exercises take as their text part of the catalogue of ships 
itself21 . The catalogue may have attracted the learned interests of teachers. The novel 
catalogue style was a Hellenistic favorite . Perhaps educational reasons were behind this 
selection. Because of the geographical survey provided by the catalogue, those texts may have 
served as instruction in this subject suitable for an elementary level22 , It is not inconceivable 
that the catalogue was employed in that way and that some emphasis perhaps was placed on 
the provenance o~' distant ancestors. 

Besides reading the first two books, students copied and sludied pa sages almo ' l exclu
sively from the first twelve books of the IliClcp:3. Sometimes teacher eie tcd passage of evi
dent pathos. Thus we readily understand why a student copied part of the dramatic encounter 
between Hector and Andromache in book 6 and we only question the abrupt truncating of the 
woman's speech24. In the same way, we readily accept the choice of the teacher who inscribed 
on his model the powerful prayer of Agamemnon on the oath in book 325 . 

Can the students who wrote down the passage of Hector and Andromache and our exercise 
be compared to the student who is the subject of a well known letter of the 11-111 century 
AD?26 In the letter a mother reveals that she asked her son's old teacher what the boy was 
rcading, 'EflEA:rlOe OE 1l0t 1tE~tlj'(x\ Kat 1t'UeEcrOat 1tept "CT\<; {)'Yla<; crou Kat E1ttyvrovCXt, "Cl 
O,VO:YetvW()'1(EtC; Kat EAEYeV "Co l;il'tcx27 , Thc teacher had answered that the boy was reading "Co 
1;T\"Ca, !lind 628 . It is difficult to know if "Co l;T\ta referred to a stage in continuous reading or in-

21 It seems that at least in the third century BC in Megalopolis children were required to learn the 
Catalogue by heart, see Eustathius lIiad 2. 494 (p. 401. 36 M. van der Valk), 1tapaaT]VelOu'!al OE Kalo 
TIopql1)PIO<; 'OJlT]PI KOV KC11:aAoyov 1taaav 1teplExetv cXA~6EtaV EV 'tE xropoypaq>iC! Kal1tOAerov iOIWJlCX
mv, tmoprov Kat Ö'tl VOJlOU<; 'tlV!:<; ese6eno, cX1toa'tOJla'til;elv 'tou<; 1t<XtoeuoJlEVoU<; 'tOV ·OJl.TJpOU Ka'ta 
AOYOV, Co<; Kat 0 KepKioa<; (pro Kepoia<;) vOJl.06e'trov 'tft 1ta'tpiol, "Porphyrios notes that the Homeric 
Calalogue is completely truthful in regard to the description of the features of counlries and cities, saying 
that so me put laws that children in schools had to learn by heart the Calalogue. as Cercidas 1egislated for 
his city." 

22 Scholars sometimes decJare their dismay at the very scanty information available about the 
teaching of geography in schoo1s, so O. Gueraud and P. Jouguet, UI1 Livre d'Eco/ier du III siecle avant 
J.-C. (Le Caire 1938) 10 and B. Boyaval. RA 1 (1971) 60. See on this subject B. Legrous. L'llOrizon 
geographique de la j eullesse Grecque d'Egypfe, Proceed. 20th Int. Congr., Copenhagen 1992. 165-176. 

23 About 94 percent of the Iliad passages were chosen frorn the first 12 books. 
24 See P.Vindob. G 26740, H. ÖUacher. Et. Pap. 4 (1938) 133-35, Pack2 791. More recently the 

passage was edited by P. J. Sijpesteijn nnd K. A. Warp. CdE 49 (1974) 309- 13. 
25 See the tablet BM Add , Ms. 3 293, Pack2 694, with Iliad 3. 273-285. 
26 See P.Oxy. VI 930. Here a mother is writing to her son who is studying away from horne in 

Oxyrhynchus. She is concerned because her san's old teacher. the Ka6T]Yl1't~<; Diogenes. whom she 
trusted very much, has left and now the boy will have to try to find another instructor with the help of his 
paedagogue. 

27 .. I cared to inquire about your health and to ca rne to know wh at you were reading and he 
answered: the sixth book." As the editor and C. Preaux (Lem'es privees Grecqlles d'Egypte relatives a 
[' Mucation, RBPhil 49 [1929] 781) recognized. presumably the teacher referred to the lIiad rather than 
to the Odyssey which was not read much (see above p. 4). 

28 According to Ps.-Plutarch. Vita Homeri, H, 4 and Eustathius. 5. 29 Aristarchus was responsible 
for distinguishing the twenty-four books of the Iliad and the Odyssey with the letters of the Ionic alpha
bet. see P. Mazon. Illtroductioll a ['Iliade, (Paris 1942) I 39ff. and G. S. Kirk, The Songs of Home/'. 
(Cambridge 1962) 305ff. 
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stead to a selection of books in a curriculum. In any case, it seems likely from the existing evi
dence that I/iad 6, in ils entirety or as a selection of passages, was part of a standard school 
curriculum. 

In selecting passages for instruction from other books of the lliad it seems that sometimes 
teachers favored some verses because of a powerful simile. Two exercises use verses where 
the movemcnts and emotions of the army are described at Iliad 3. 1_529 and 9. 1_730. In both 
cases, however, the similcs secm to acquire a life of their own, especially because they are dis
connected from the narrative. This is equally true for the comparison of the transient lives 01' 
men and leaves copied by our student. 

At other times, however, it is undeniable that lhe reasons behind the se1cction of some pas
sages for study in schools are more obscure and are rooted in individual literary prefercllces. 
Thus, when a student in the midst of a short anthology copies Wad 5. 387-91, W. Aly, the edi
tor of thc passage, considers the choice rather arbitrary and questionable31 . Equally, the editors 
01' the Livre d'Ecolier comment disapprovingly on the teacher's selection of Odyssey 5. 116-
124 for they find the passage of goddcsses' love affairs with men unsuitable for children 32; we 
mayaiso wonder with perplexity why the encounter of Athena and Apollo at the oak tree of 
Iliad 7.21-28, source for another exercise, was preferred to other seemingly more meaningful 
passages. The two passages 01' thc Iliud portray gods displaying human feelings: Apollo and 
Athena openly reveal where they stand with respect to the war and that they are ready to help 
their side prevail, while Ares acquires a human dimension in his suffering at the hands of men. 
Even more so, the passage of thc Odyssey presents gods and men on the same emotional level, 
love being the common link. Perhaps one of the reasons for the preference of these passages 
was a leacher's desire to emphasize how gods could be close to men. 

In the case of our school exercise we mayaiso question why the student copied his passage 
starting from line 147, cutting off the introductory verse 01' the simile. It seems that he might 
have completely ignored the narrati ve context and the identity of the hero pronouncing the 
verses since he did not start from the very beginning of Glaucus' speech. We will call choosing 
to write the speech from the beginning choice I. In our case it is c\ear that the simile was the 
exclusive object of the writing exercise. For this reason, at first sight it is more difficult 10 jus
tify the sludent's choice to ignore line 146 where the comparison between the leaves' and 
men's generations is made. Choosing to write the entire simile starting from line 146 will be 
callcd choice 2 and writing only li ne J 46, the introductory verse of the comparison, choice 3. 
Our student, however, wrote the Homeric simile from line 147 (choice 4), ignoring its first 
verse. He continued until the wc, clause of line 149 reestablishes the balance of the simile, 
which is complete in itself and fully developed even without the Ol" ... 'tol'l phrase33 . Since 
the earliesl limes this Homeric ccimparison between the brief, successive generations of men 

29 See O.Wadie Hanna, H. Henne, BJFAO 27 (1927) 79-82, Pack2 680. The verses cover the whole 
surface of thc ostracon where space is used very economically. 

30 Cf. the Cairo tablet edited by P. Jourguet and G. Lefebvre, BCH 28 (1904) 207-08, Pack2 834. 
Unfonunately the dcscription is insufficient aJlCI the whereabouts of the tablet is unknown. 

3J See P. Freib. r I b, p. 9. Considering the passages completely insignificant, Aly compares it 10 the 
equally insignificant and even questionable passage of the Odyssey where Polyphemos vomits which 
youngsters of his time were made to learn. 

32 See Gueraud-Jouguet, Un Livre d'Ecolier (op. cit. n. 22) p. XX, who declare that at the choice of 
thc passage nos sentiments modemes sont 1111 peu choqwis. 

33 Logically speaking, Ihis Homeric simile like many others is redundant since the comparison 
which is stated at the beginning is then elaborated and finally resumed at the end as e. g. in Wad 4. 243-
46 and 12. 433-36. 
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and leaves34 was considered impressive and memorable and was much imitated and quoted35 . 
It is worth asking whether our teacher's choice in selecting the verses was completely 
independent of this tradition or was dictated by common usage or by lilerary preference. 

The poet Simonides, the first to quote the simile36, wrote only o'lll m:p <pUAA<oV )'EVETJ, Will 
OE lWol avop&v, i. e. the introduction to the simile, making choice 3. The comparison was 
wholly set out in this verse, which undoubtedly recalled the image in its entirety. Although the 
first verse of the simile may not appear as striking as those following, it already contains the 
core of the picture and probably suggested the lines that follow. Like Simonides, most ancient 
writers who wanted to revive the Homeric comparison quote only its first verse which had per
haps acquired S()fne kind or proverbial quali ty37. 

At the opposile extreme are those writers who quote the passage from the beginning of 
Glaucus' speech, aceording to choice 1. In addition to Porphyry of Tyre in his 'O~llPLKa 
Zll1:TJ~a1:a38, Plutarch alone also does this in his Consolatio ad Apollonium39 . Evidently the 
simile, though known primarily from Homer, had already started to take on a life of its own, 
disconnected from the narrative. 

That it survived well outside the narrative eontext is demonstrated by another group of 
writers who, like Clement of Alexandria, made the same choice as our teacher (choice 4). AI
though Clement onee alludes to the Homeric comparison quoting only line 146 to express that 
life is brief and unimportant40, on a different occasion, on which he chose to quote more 
verses, he begins like our student directly from the elaboration of the image of tbe leaves, i. e. 
witb verse 14741 . 

It seems that wben a writer wanted to evoke this famous simile the first verse, introducing 
the simile, was adequate and able to suggest its full meaning. When writers instead quoted it 
extensively, tbey cbose 10 omit the redundant introductory verse of tbe simile. and began in
stead with the deseription of the leaves scattered by the autumn wind, thus detaching the simile 
even further from the narrative context. The term )'EVETJ of the first line of the simile was in di
rect connection with )'EVETJV in the previous line42 and therefore with Diomedes' insistent re
quest for a full identification of his opponent. Leaving the first verse out reveals not only a de
sire to plunge directly into the midst of the description of the leaves, but also a conscious will
ingness to disconnect the simile even more from the narrative, making it into a completely in
dependent unit. This tendency, in any case, is exemplified by almost a11 the ancient writers 
who quoted this comparison, wbo very rarely chose to start from the beginning of Glaucus' 

34 It appears again in a different, shorter form in I1iad 21. 464-66. 
35 In wh at follows I will only consider direct guotations of these lines. I will not take into account 

reworkings or adaptations such as Mimnermos fr. 2 West. Not only they represent a compIetely different 
kind of exereise, but it is also difficult to know exactly which lines of the simile they are using. 

36 Simonides, Fr. eleg. 19 West2. He calls it the best thing in Homer, EV ÖE 10 KaAAHHOV Xio<; 
EW!EV avl]p. 

37 See J. Tolkiehn, De Homeri Auctoritate in Cotidiana Romanortllll Vita, Jahrb. Class. Phi!. Supp!. 
23 (1 896) 251. 

38 Ad Il. Z 200 (p. 95, 3 I Schrauer). 
39 MOl". 104 E 7. The Homeric verses are quoted among the verses of other croq>wv avöpwv who say 

that man is mortal. 
40 Strom. III. 16.2.1. 
41 Strom. VI. 2. 5. 8. 2. Similarly did Eusebius, Praep. Eva/Jg. 15.4. 13.5, Marcus Aurelius, Ta ci<; 

ECt'\l16v, 10. 34. 1. 4, Philo Judaeus, De Aet. Mlllldi 132. 8 and Theophrastus, Phys. Opin. 12. 81, (who 
guotes sometimes the wh oie comparison [rom line 147, other limes only 147 and 148). 

42 In spite 01' a slight shifting of the sense of the ward [rom race, descent, to generation. 
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speech. It is clear that our teacher, in assigning the student only lines 147-149 to write, acted 
completely within this tradition. 

The man-le~lVes simile had freed itself, and probably very early43, from its multiple con
nections with the narrative context. All the instances of quotations of this comparison exhibit 
direct knowlcdge of the Homeric text, but suggest adesire to disembody the image from its 
context and record it for preservation in memory or in writing. It is undeniable that the simile 
is slightly out of place in the Homeric text. Diomedes' questions would seem to require a more 
direct answer in the imminence of the combat. The action is temporarily frozen. The pensive 
reflection which opens Glaueus' speech is hardly in tune with the urgency of the moment even 
considering the dreamy quality of this likable hero. Moreover, the simile lugubriously fore
shadows death and destruction, though the expectation is ironieally subverted in the narrative 
and the two parties separate alive on friendly terms. The connective texture of the poem here 
seems less srnooth and homogeneous and lets come to the fore the point of juncture of 
different motifs . It is not irnprobable that the man-Ieaves simile was already a topos in 
funereal, consolatory, threnodic poetry before the poet of the Wad adapted it to the battle 
nalTative. 

We have seen that teachers in Graeco-Roman Egypt did not always share our criteria in se
lecting Homeric verses to be learncd in schools. At times we are not able to understand their 
choices: they seem to have prcferred rather obseure passages which do not seern to us espe
cially rneaningful for the comprehension or the plot or for powerful emotions. Their ehoices in 
exposing students to the verses of Horner were probably dictated by an understanding of the 
Homeric world that was different from ours. Perhaps they meant to ex pose their students to as
peets of the Homerie world to which we are alm ost indifferent, or to reinforce sentiments and 
values whieh we do not fully understand. As wc have seen, the desire to emphasize the distinc
tions and connections between human mortality and the gods' nature may perhaps have been 
behind the seleetion of some passages which do not seem to us significant enough Lo be in
cluded in the school curriculum. 

BUI at other times, as I argue in the case of our school exercise, it is evident that eertain 
passages and images that we consider memorable already struck the imagination and the pref
erence of the aneient readers and teachers. In his ans wer to Diomedes' question (are you a god 
or a man?), Glaucus points to the feeble nature ofthe individual, the man-leaf, and to the ever
lasting strength ofthe tree, men's race. To rescue himselffrom his own death and oblivion the 
hero had glory and honor as his only allies. But when instead, as in our exercise, the connec
tions with the narrative were severed and the man-leaf simile was considered and studied by it
seIl', its suggestive power was not diminished, but a more SOlTowful, encompassing value was 
emphasized44. 

Rare Books and Manuscripts Library 
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43 For the possibility that the simile was al ready becoming a poetical commonplace in Homer' s 
time see M. Griffith, Man alld the Leaves: A Study of Mimnerlllos fr. 2, California Studies in Classical 

Anliquity 8 (1975) 76-77. 
44 1 thank Dirk Obbink for reading this paper and giving me valuable suggestions. 
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